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Abstract
Under the framework of the Kullback-Leibler distance, we show that a particular case of Gaussian
probability function for feedforward neural networks reduces into the first order Tikhonov regularizer.
The smooth parameter in kernel density estimation plays the role of the regularization parameter. Under
some approximations, an estimation formula is derived for estimating regularization parameters based on
training data sets. The similarity and difference of the obtained results are compared with other’s work.
Experimental results show that the estimation formula works well in the sparse and small training sample
cases.
Keywords
Tikhonov Regularizer, Regularization Parameter Estimation, Small Training Data Set.

I. Introduction
It is well known that the goal of training neural networks is not to learn an exact representation of the training data itself, but rather to build a statistical model of the process
which generates the data. In practical applications of a feedforward neural network, if the
network is over-fit to the noise on the training data, especially for the small-number training samples case, it will memorize training data and give poor generalization. To control
an appropriate complexity of the network can improve generalization. There are two main
approaches for this purpose: model selection and regularization. Model selection for a
feedforward neural network requires choosing the number of hidden neurons and thereof
connection weights. The common statistical approach to model selection is to estimate the
generalization error for each model and to choose the model minimizing this error[1],[2].
Regularization involves constraining or penalizing the solution of the estimation problem
to improve network generalization ability by smoothing the predictions[3],[4]. Most common regularization methods include weight decay[5] and addition of artificial noise to the
inputs during training[6],[7].
Regularization method is widely used for smoothing output[8],[9]. A value of the regularization parameter is determined by using the statistical techniques such as crossvalidation[10], bootstrapping[11], and Bayesian method[12]. Most work uses a validation
set to select the regularization parameter[13],[14],[15],[16]. This requires to split a given
data set into training and validation sets. The optimal selection of the regularization parameter on the validation set sometimes depends on how to partition the data set. For a
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small-number data set, we usually use leave-one-out cross-validation method. However, a
recent study shows that cross-validation performance is not always good in the selection
of linear models[17].
In this paper, under the framework of the Kullback-Leibler (KL) distance[18],[19] we
show that a particular case of the system entropy reduces into the first order Tikhonov
regularizer. The smoothing parameter in the kernel density function plays the role of
the regularization parameter. Under some approximations, an estimation formula can
be derived for estimating the regularization parameter based on the training data set.
There is a lot of research work in smoothing parameter estimation of kernel density function[21],[22],[23]; however, in this paper we only focus on comparing the obtained result
with the maximum a posteriori (MAP) framework[12]. Experimental results show that
the newly derived estimation formula works well in the sparse and small training sample
cases.
II. System Probability Function
When given a data set D = {xi , zi }N
i=1 , we consider that the data can be modelled by a
probability function. In one particular design, we can let kernel density of the given data
set D be ph (x, z), and on the other hand, the mapping architecture is denoted as a joint
probability function P (x, z) on the data set D. The relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler
distance for this particular system is denoted by J(h, Θ) cost function, where Θ stands for
a parameter vector, then the quantity of interest is the “distance” of these two probability
functions, which can be measured as follows[18],[19]:
ZZ

ph (x, z)
ph (x, z) ln
dxdz
P (x, z)
ZZ
= −
ph (x, z) ln P (z|x, Θ)dxdz
ZZ
ph(x, z)
dxdz,
+
ph (x, z) ln
P0 (x)

J(h, Θ) =

(1)

where we use the notation of Bayes theorem,
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P (x, z) = P (z|x, Θ)P0 (x).

(2)

P (z|x, Θ) is a parameter conditional probability and P 0 (x) is a prior probability function.
We define
J1 (h, Θ) ≡ −

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln P (z|x, Θ)dxdz,

J2 (h) ≡

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln ph0 (x, z)dxdz,

ph0 (x, z) ≡

ph (x, z)
.
P0 (x)

(3)

(4)

J1 (h, Θ) is related to network parameter vector Θ, and smoothing parameter h =
{hx , hz }. J2 (h) can be considered as the negative cross entropy of data distribution functions, and it is only related to the smoothing parameter h.
Now Eq. (1) becomes
J(h, Θ) = J1 (h, Θ) + J2 (h).

(5)

We can assign a prefixed kernel function K(·) and smoothing parameters h x , hz for
nonparametric density estimation[20],[21] of p h (x, z) for a given discrete training data set
D, where the kernel density function[21] is

phx (x) =

1 X
Kh (x − xi ),
N x ∈D x
i

1
x − xi
),
Khx (x − xi ) = d K(
hx
hx

(6)

where N represents the number of samples in the data set D, d is the dimension of a
random variable x, and the joint distribution p h (x, z) in this work is designed as

ph (x, z) =

1 X
Kh (x − xi )Khz (z − zi ).
N x ,z ∈D x
i
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The mostly used kernel density function is Gaussian kernel,

Kh (r) = G(r, 0, hId) =

1
||r||2
exp{−
}.
(2πh)d/2
2h

(8)

In the kernel density function, Id is a d × d dimensional identity matrix. In this paper,
we use {dx , dz } to represent the dimension of input x and output z vector, respectively.
According to the principle of minimum description length (MDL)[25],[26], the best model
class for a set of observed data is the one whose representative permits the shortest coding
of the data, then the system should be optimized with optimal or ideal codelength. The
parameters hx , hz should be chosen with minimized Kullback–Leibler distance function
based on the given data set according to
{hx , hz } = arg minh J(h, Θ∗ ),

(9)

where Θ∗ is the learned neural network parameter and J(h, Θ) is represented by Eq. (1).
In the following sections we will discuss the regularization problem with a finite training
data set D.
III. Tikhonov Regularizer
When estimating network parameter by Maximum Likelihood (ML) learning, we minimize the function J(h, Θ) to find the network parameter Θ with a fixed parameter h. For
a particular design, the conditional probability function can be written in the form

P (z|x, Θ) = P (z|f (x, Θ))

(10)

where f (x, Θ) is a function of input variable x and parameter Θ.
In the network parameter learning procedure, only J 1 is involved because J2 does not
contain the parameter Θ.
To evaluate the function J1 , one of the techniques is the well-known Monte Carlo integration[27],[28]. In the Monte Carlo integration approximation, when substituting Eqs.
(7) and (10) into Eq. (3), integration can be approximated by summation, and we obtain
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0

N
1 X
ln P (z0i |f (x0i , Θ)),
J1 (h, Θ) = − 0
N i=1

(11)

where

x0i = xi + ex ,

z0i = zi + ez .

(12)

ex , ez are data points drawn from distribution ph (x, z). In this case, J1 (h, Θ) is equivalent to a negative likelihood function of the system.
In the Monte Carlo integration approximation, we need to generate a number of data
sets, which is very computation-intensive.
Another method is the Taylor expansion approximation for an integral, which we use in
this paper,
J1 (h, Θ) = −

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln P (z|f (x, Θ))dxdz.

(13)

When we consider one special case, P (z|f (x, Θ)) = G(z, g(x, W ), σ 2Idz ) is Gaussian
density function,

G(z, g(x, W ), σ 2Idz ) =

1
1
exp[−
||z − g(x, W )||2]
2
d
/2
(2πσ ) z
2σ 2

ZZ

J1 (h, Θ) = −
ph (x, z) ln G(z, g(x, W ), σ 2Idz )dxdz
ZZ
1
=
ph (x, z)[ 2 ||z − g(x, W )||2]dxdz
2σ
dz
+ ln 2πσ 2
2

(14)

where g(x, W ) is a neural network mapping function. For example, in three-layer feedforward neural network with k hidden neurons case,

g(x, W ) = S(Wz|y · S(Wy|x · x)).
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W = {Wz|y , Wy|x } is a network weight parameter vector, Wy|x is a dx × k matrix which
connects the input space Rx and the hidden space Ry , Wz|y is a k × dz matrix which
connects the hidden space Ry and the output space Rz . S(·) is a sigmoidal function,

S(x) =

1
.
1 + e−x

(16)

Eq. (14) will result in the traditional sum-square-errors function in the maximum likelihood learning case at the limit of h → 0, when we omit some factors irrelevant to the
network weight parameter W .
Based on consideration of that random noise is added to the input data only during
training, Bishop[29] proved that in ML estimation case, Eq. (11) can be reduced to the
first order Tikhonov regularizer[30] for feedforward neural network with approximations.
On the other hand, addition of random noise to the input data is equivalent to smoothing
in kernel density estimation, thus we can also obtain the same result directly from Eq.
(13).
Let f (x, z, w) = ||z − g(x, W )||2, f (x, z, w) is a scale function of vector variable x and
z. When we expand f (x, z, w) as a Taylor series in powers of ∆x = x − x i , ∆z = z − zi

and denote f 0 (xi , z, w) = ∇x f (xi , z, w). When taking only up to the second order term,

then we obtain

f (x, z, w) ≈ f (xi , zi , w) + (fx0 )T ∆x
1
00
∆z
+ (∆x)T fx00 ∆x + (∆x)T fx,z
2
1
+(fz0 )T ∆z + (∆z)T fz00 ∆z
2
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Eq. (14) becomes
J1 (h, Θ) =

ZZ

ph (x, z)[

1
f (x, z, w)]dxdz
2σ 2

dz
ln 2πσ 2
2
N ZZ
1 X
G(x, xi , hxIdx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
≈
2N σ 2 i=1
+

1
×[f (xi , zi , w) + (fx0 )T ∆x + (∆x)T fx00 ∆x
2
0 T
T 00
+(fz ) ∆z + (∆x) fx,z ∆z
dz
1
+ (∆z)T fz00 ∆z]dxdz + ln 2πσ 2
2
2

(18)

Notice that for any density function, the integration in the whole space should be equal
to one, i.e.,
ZZ

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )dxdz = 1

ZZ

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )f (xi , zi , w)dxdz

= f (xi , zi , w) = ||zi − g(xi , W )||2

(19)

(20)

For Gaussian type function integrals[6], we can obtain
ZZ

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

×[(f 0 )T ∆x + (fz0 )T ∆z]dxdz = 0,
ZZ x
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

00
×[(∆x)T fx,z
∆z]dxdz = 0.
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ZZ

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

1
×[ (∆x)T fx00 ∆x]dxdz
2
hx
=
trace[fx00 ]
2
= hx {||g 0(x, W )||2 − ||[zi − g(xi , W )]g 00 (xi , W )||}
ZZ

(22)

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

1
×[ (∆z)T fz00 ∆z]dxdz
2
hz
= trace[fz00 ] = dz hz
2

(23)

With the above results, the integration becomes
ZZ
1
J1 (h, Θ) =
ph (x, z)[ 2 f (x, z, w)]dxdz
2σ
dz
+ ln 2πσ 2
2
N
1 X
{||zi − g(xi , W )||2
≈
2Nσ 2 i=1
+hx [||g 0 (x, W )||2

−||(zi − g(xi , W ))g 00 (xi , W )||]}
dz
dz
+hz 2 + ln 2πσ 2
2σ
2

(24)

Because the term hz dz /2σ 2 in the above equation is not implicitly related to the network
weight parameter W , we can omit this term in weight parameter learning. This also
illustrates that smoothing on output cannot improve network generalization, thus we can
let hz → 0 without loss of generality. The last term in the above equation is irrelevant to
the weight parameter, and can be neglected too[6]. Now the equation becomes
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J1 (h, Θ) ≈

N
1 X
{||zi − g(xi , W )||2
2Nσ 2 i=1

+hx [||g 0 (x, W )||2

−||(zi − g(xi , W ))g 00 (xi , W )||]}

(25)

Rewrite the equation in the form

J1 ≈ Js + hx Jr

(26)

where

N
1 X
Js =
||zi − g(xi , W )||2
2Nσ 2 i=1

N
1 X
Jr =
{||g 0 (xi , W )||2
2Nσ 2 i=1

−||(zi − g(xi , W ))g 00 (xi , W )||}

(27)

In the above equation, Js represents the traditional sum-square-error function, while J r
stands for a regularization term.
In Eq. (27), the second derivative term is the Hessian term. Reed[31] described it as
an approximate measure of the difference between the average surrounding values and the
precise value of the filed at a point, and assumed it to be zero. Bishop[29],[32] considered
that when minimizing the cost function, the second term in J r involving the second derivatives of the network function g(x, W ) vanishes to O(h x ). For sufficiently small values of
the smooth parameter hx , this leads to

J1 ≈ Js + hx Jr
N
1 X
{||zi − g(xi , W )||2 + hx ||g 0 (xi , W )||2}
=
2
2N σ i=1
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¿From the above we can easily see that under some approximation one special case
J(h, Θ) function is reduced to the first order Tikhonov regularizer in the sense of maximum
likelihood learning.
Furthermore, from the above results it is easy to see that the parameter h x controls the
degree of smoothness of the network mapping, just the same as the problem of controlling
the degree of smoothing in a nonparametric estimation. The optimum value of h x is
problem-dependent. Using the traditional sum-square-error function cannot select this
parameter completely with a given data set. Instead, it needs to use separated training
and validation data sets, and to be optimized by the cross-validation method or another
validation data set.
In the next section we develop a formula to estimate this regularization coefficient based
on the training data set.
IV. Estimation of Regularization Parameter
When h 6= 0, according to the principle of MDL, the regularization coefficient h can be
estimated according to Eq. (9) with the minimized KL distance.
In implementation, we can give a fixed hx value, run optimizing algorithm such as backpropagation to obtain a series of network parameter Θ ∗ , then give another hx value, so
on and so forth. We choose h∗x such that its corresponding value of J(h∗x , hz , Θ∗ ) is the
smallest. This is an exhaustive search method which is computation-expensive, but it can
give an exact solution for regularization parameter.
From practical implementation consideration, in the following we will derive the formula
which is approximately the estimation regularization parameter based on training data in
the network parameter learning processing.
For some problems, e.g., function mapping, in special cases we can assume that P 0 (x)
is a uniformly distributed function and regard it as h independent. With this assumption,
from Eq. (1) with respect to

∂
J(h, Θ)
∂hx

= 0, we can obtain the formula for estimating

regularization parameter.
To find the minimization of Eq. (1) corresponding to h x , we conduct the following
derivation. Considering J1 (h, Θ) approximation, from Eq. (5) we obtain,
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∂
∂
∂
J(h, Θ) =
J1 (h, Θ) +
J2 (h)
∂hx
∂hx
∂hx
∂
≈ Jr +
J2 (h).
∂hx

(29)

¿From Eq. (4), when J2 (h) is a continuous and differentiable function, the last term of
the above equation becomes

∂
J2 (h) =
∂hx

ZZ

∂ph (x, z)
[1 + ln ph (x, z)]dxdz
∂hx

(30)

Note it can be proved that
ZZ

∂ph (x, z)
dxdz = 0.
∂hx

(31)

Proof: Because the joint kernel density ph (x, z) in this work is designed as Gaussian
kernel function,

N
1 X
ph (x, z) =
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz ).
N i=1

(32)

We can compute the partial derivative of ph(x, z),
∂
dx
ph (x, z) = −
ph (x, z)
∂hx
2hx
N
1 X
+
[
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )||x − xi ||2 ]
2Nh2x i=1
ZZ
dx
∂ph (x, z)
dxdz = −
ph (x, z)dxdz
∂hx
2hx
ZZ X
N
1
+
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
2Nh2x
i=1

(33)

ZZ

×||x − xi ||2 dxdz
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The first term in the above equation is
ZZ
dx
−
ph (x, z)dxdz =
2hx
N ZZ
dx X
−
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )dxdz
2Nhx i=1
=−

dx
.
2hx

(35)

As the second term is also Gaussian type integration, it can be evaluated to
1
2N h2x

ZZ X
N

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

i=1
2

×||x − xi || dxdz
dx
=
.
2hx

(36)

Then we have
ZZ

dx
dx
∂ph (x, z)
dxdz = −
+
= 0.
∂hx
2hx 2hx

With the above results, Eq. (30) reduces to
ZZ
∂
∂ph (x, z)
J2 (h) =
ln ph (x, z)dxdz
∂hx
∂hx

(37)

(38)

That is,
∂
dx
J2 (h) = −
∂hx
2hx

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln ph (x, z)dxdz

(39)

N ZZ
1 X
−
G(x, xi , hx Idx )
2N h2x i=1

×G(z, zi , hz Idz )||x − xi ||2 ln ph (x, z)dxdz

For parameter optimization, the δ learning rule with learning factor being one becomes[33]

δhx = −
May 6, 2002
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When minimizing J(h, Θ) with respect to hx , the following gradient descent equation
can be obtained

δhx = −Jr +

dx
Ea (h),
2hx

(41)

or let δhx = 0, we get

hx =

dx Ea (h)
2Jr

(42)

where
Ea (h) =

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln ph (x, z)dxdz

(43)

N ZZ
1 X
−
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
N dx hx i=1

×||x − xi ||2 ln ph (x, z)dxdz.

This is a formula for estimating regularization parameter based on training data. It can
be used to optimize hx iteratively. The integration in the above equation can be evaluated
by Monte Carlo integration.
In practical implementation, especially for the small training data set case, we can use
sparse data approximation (SDA) in Eq. (43). That is, if data i is not correlated with
data j for sparse data distribution, we can consider integration at x around x i , z around zi
only, and ignore other data. With this approximation, now let us evaluate the integration
in Ea (h), in which the first term is
ZZ

ph (x, z) ln ph (x, z)dxdz

× ln

N
X

N ZZ
1 X
=
{
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
N i=1

j=1

− ln N
May 6, 2002
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Applying sparse data approximation and considering small h, we obtain

G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
N
X
× ln
G(x, xj , hxIdx )G(z, zj , hz Idz )
j=1

≈ G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )

× ln{G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )}
= G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
||x − xi ||2 ||z − zi ||2
×{−
−
2hx
2hz
dz
dx
− ln(2πhx ) − ln(2πhz )}
2
2

(45)

With above approximation, Eq. (44) is reduced to
ZZ
≈ −

ph (x, z) ln ph (x, z)dxdz

(46)

dz
dx
[1 + ln(2πhx )] − [1 + ln(2πhz )] − ln N.
2
2

The second term in Eq. (43) is reduced to
N ZZ
X
1
[
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
N dx hx i=1

×||x − xi ||2 ln ph (x, z)]dxdz
N ZZ
1 X
≈
G(x, xi , hxIdx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
N dx hx i=1
||x − xi ||2 ||z − zi ||2
−
2hx
2hz
dz
dx
ln(2πhz )]dxdz − ln N
− ln(2πhx) −
2
2
dx
= −dx − dx (dx − 1)2 − [1 + ln(2πhx )]
2
dz
− [1 + ln(2πhz )] − ln N
2
×||x − xi ||2 [−

(47)

Then Eq. (43) becomes
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Ea (h) =

ZZ

ph (x, z) ln ph(x, z)dxdz

N ZZ
1 X
−
G(x, xi , hx Idx )G(z, zi , hz Idz )
Ndx hx i=1

×||x − xi ||2 ln ph (x, z)dxdz
dx
dz
≈ − [1 + ln(2πhx )] − [1 + ln(2πhz )] − ln N
2
2
dx
−[−dx − dx(dx − 1)2 − [1 + ln(2πhx )]
2
dz
− [1 + ln(2πhz )] − ln N ]
2
= dx [1 + (dx − 1)2 ]

(48)

Notice that in maximum likelihood estimation,

σ2 =

N
1 X
||zi − g(xi , W )||2
N i=1

(49)

¿From the above discussion, with Eqs. (48) and (49), in sparse data approximation
case, from Eq. (42) we can obtain the following equation for rough estimation of h x :

hx ≈

d2x [1

2

+ (dx − 1) ]

PN

2
i=1 ||zi − g(xi , W )||
P
N
0
2
i=1 ||g (xi , W )||

(50)

This is an approximate estimation of hx by using the sum-square-error and penalty term,
which is quite different from the equation obtained in Ref.[24]. In implementation, we need
to find hx and weight W by some adaptive learning algorithms. For example, we can first
make some initial guess for a small non-zero value of h x , and use this value to evaluate
W by the well-known back-propagation algorithm[36], then periodically re-estimate the
value of hx by Eq. (50) in training processing. The advantage of this result is that only
applying training data can be sufficient in estimating regularization coefficients, and h x
can be optimized on-line with minimized generalization error.
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V. Discussion
In fact, the equation with regularization resulting from KL distance for feedforward networks is not completely equivalent to Tikhonov regularizer. Moreover, the starting point
of deriving the regularization parameter estimation equation is different from the Mackey’s
Bayesian evidence or MAP for hyper-parameters[12],[35]. For example, Mackey assumes
the prior distribution of weight is Gaussian with hyper-parameter as the regularization
parameter, and the penalty term is in the weight decay form. While we use nonparametric kernel density distribution, a particular approximation is equivalent to Tikhonov
regularizer. The penalty term is the first derivation of sum-square-errors of a network
mapping function. This form is reduced to weight decay when the mapping function is in
Px
a generalized linear network, gj (x, W ) = dl=1
wj,l xl . Therefore,
N
X
i=1

0

2

||g (xi , W )|| = N

M
X

wj2

(51)

j=1

where M represents the number of network weight parameters and w j is an element of the
matrix W in a vector expression.
With the generalized linear network assumption, Eq. (50) becomes

hx ≈

d2x [1

2

+ (dx − 1) ]

PN

i=1

||zi − g(xi , W )||2
P
2
N M
j=1 wj

(52)

Now let us see the similarity of MAP approximation with our result in estimating the
regularization parameter.
The cost function in Mackey’s Bayesian inference is[12],[35]
N
M
αX 2
βX
2
||zi − g(xi , W )|| +
w
S(w) =
2 i=1
2 j=1 j

(53)

In minimizing this cost function to find the network weight parameter W, the effective
value of the regularization parameter depends only on the ratio α/β, since an overall
multiplicative factor is unimportant. This means h x should be equivalent to α/β under
some approximations.
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In Mackey’s results[12],[35], a very rough approximation condition is γ = M and N 
M.
γ≡

M
X
j=1

λj
λj + α

(54)

where {λj } denotes the eigenvalues of H, the Hessian of unregularized cost function,
N

H=

β∇2w ED ,

1X
||zi − g(xi , w)||2
ED =
2 i=1

(55)

The matrix A is related to parameter α in the following form,

A = H + αI.

(56)

In order to compare with Mackey’s formula, we rewrite the parameters α and β from[12],[35]
in the following:

β = N/2ED = N/

N
X
i=1

{zi − g(xi , w)}2

M
α = M/2EW = PM

j=1

Consequently,

α
=M
β

PN

wj2

− g(xi , w)}2
P
2
N M
j=1 wj

i=1 {zi

(57)

(58)

(59)

Here we can clearly note the similarity between hx in Eq. (52) and α/β in Eq.(59), where
their difference is only the constant coefficient. In h x estimation, the constant coefficient
is dependent on the dimension of input space, while in α/β estimation, the constant
coefficient is the dimension of weight parameter vector. This can be explained by the fact
that Mackey’s result is obtained in parameter space approximation, while our result is in
data space approximation. Compared to the approximation condition, our approximation
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is based on the sparse data set, which is a reasonable approximation for the small-number
training data set case. While in Mackey’s approximation, it requires N  M. In the
following function mapping experiments, we design that N = 30, d x = dz = 1, the hidden
neuron number is k = 15, and M = (dx + 1) × k + k × dz = 45. Because the experimental
condition does not satisfy Mackey’s very rough approximation condition N  M, it cannot
be successful in estimating regularization parameter on-line with Eq. (59). In fact, the
condition N  M means that training sample number should be large enough compared
to network complexity. If we have enough training samples, the generalization is also
improved without regularization[6].
As we know, there is no free lunch for the optimization problem. To get the best regularization parameter value, the parameter numerical evaluation involves computation of
Hessian matrix and log determinant of A−1 , as well as eigenvalues of Hessian in Mackey’s
Bayesian inference. While in our approximation, it involves integration in data space. To
save computational cost and on-line optimizing regularization parameter, a rough approximation is needed, but in this case the parameter value may not be the best one, and
generalization error may not be the smallest with approximations.
VI. Experiments
Several experiments have been done with dynamically adjusting regularization parameter hx . The network structure used in the experiments is shown in Figure 1.
In the implementation, we train the three-layer neural network by back-propagation
algorithm. The regularization term used in training processing is Eq. (51) with regularization parameter hx . At the beginning of the training processing a small value of h x is
initialized, then it is periodically re-estimated by Eq. (52). The training processing is
stopped until the total error J1 is minimized, measured by either successive error difference being less than 10−8 or over 104 training epoch being passed. Followings are the
pseudo-code for the algorithm described above.
/* Initializing weight parameters W and h_x
/* with small random values.
/* Set the BP learning factor Mu and an integer value Icf
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/* for periodically re-estimating h_x.

For t = 1 to 10^(4),
Net_output = S(W_z|y S(W_y|x X)),
Net_error = ||Target_Z - Net_output||^2,
Reg_term = N*Sum(w_i^2),
Js(t) = Net_error/(2N),
W(t) = W(t-1) - Mu* Grad_w[J1(t-1)],
J1(t) = Js(t) + h_x* Reg_term/(2N),
If t MOD Icf == 0,
h_x = Net_error/Reg_term,
Else Continue.
If |J1(t)-J1(t-1)|<10^(-8),
Goto End,
Else Continue.
Next t
End

z1

S (< )

z2

S (< )

x1

"
S (< )

x2

zdz

"
"

bias

Output layer

S (< )

Hidden layer

Input layer

Fig. 1. The three-layer neural network architecture schematic map.

Some results are drawn in Figures 2–8. The results show that the optimal regularization
parameter hx can be found by seeking the minimum of J(h, Θ) with the training data set
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only. We also apply the minimal generalization error method to validate the experimental
results, and the same order of hx has been obtained (see Figure 4). This confirms that
the new parameter estimation formula is a good approximation. Unlike early stopping
strategy, this new regularization parameter formula can work for overtrained network and
does not need another validation set to guard when the training should stop.
The function mapping problem was considered in the experiments, and the sine and
exponential functions were applied. In order to represent sufficient network complexity, we
used 15 hidden neurons in a three-layer network. Only 30 training samples were generated
with Gaussian noise added to the output. With this kind of network architecture, if
without regularization, the phenomenon of over-fitting to noise can be observed as shown
in Figure 2. In Figures 2 and 3, it is shown that with regularization, the network output is
smoothed and generalization performance is improved. Figure 4 shows that the minimal
J1 value indicates hx value around 10−4 .
Real-world data sets are used in the experiments too. The data sets are software failure
data sys1 and sys3, which are contained in the attached Compact Disk of the Handbook
of software Reliability Engineering [34]. The sys1 data set contains 54 data points. In
order to validate the parameter estimation results, we partition the sys1 data into two
parts: a training set and a validation set. The training set consists of 37 samples which
are randomly drawn from the original data set. The remaining 17 samples comprise the
validation set. The data sets are normalized to the range of values [0,1]. Normalization
is a standard procedure for data preprocessing. In the software reliability investigation
problem, the network input is successive normalized failure occurrence times, and the
network output is the accumulated failure numbers. During the training phase, each
input sample xt at time t is associated with the corresponding output value z t at the
same time t. The experimental results are shown in Figures 5–7. From Figure 6, it
can be observed that with regularization, the validation error is less than that without
regularization. Figure 7 shows that the minimal J 1 value indicates hx in the range of 10−8
to 10−10 , while dynamically-estimated hx value is 1.17×10−8 .
Another data set is sys3, which contains 278 data points. In the experiment, the number
of training data is about 2/3 of the total data number. That is, it consists of 186 randomly-
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drawn samples from the original data set. The remaining 92 samples form the validation
set. Because this data set is a bit large and the noise is small, it makes no obvious
difference in the obtained results with respect to dynamical regularization. The trained
network output is shown in Figure 8.
Experiments have been done for the comparison of regularization parameter estimation
formula Eq. (59) and Eq. (52) performance. From the results we observe that the estimator
is problem-dependent, and it is hard to say that one estimator is better in all cases. For the
case when N > M or N ∼ M, MAP-approximation-based regularization parameter estimation formula performance is good, sometimes better than SDA-based formula. However,
when we use many of hidden neurons, for the case N < M , MAP-approximation-based
formula performance becomes poor.
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Fig. 2. The neural network input-output. Dots are training samples, while solid line is network output.
(a, b) are for the sine function approximation problem. After training is stopped, dynamically-estimated
hx = 2.87 × 10−4 . (c, d) are for the exponential function approximation problem. After the training is

stopped, dynamically-estimated hx = 1.27 × 10−4 .
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Training epoch for the exponential function approximation problem. Upper line represents

validation error, while lower line depicts training error. Without regularization, training error is small
while validation error is large. With regularization, validation error is reduced and training error is
increased a little, illustrating that over-fitting does not occur.
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Fig. 4. The training mean square error (MSE) on the training data set and J 1 on the validation data
set, plotted versus the smooth parameter hx . The network was trained by 30 samples which are drawn
from the exponential function. We use a validation data set with 30 data points to calculate J 1 value
again after the training is stopped. For each hx value, the network was trained until the total error J 1
(Eq. (28)) was minimized, measured by successive error difference being less than 10 −8 or over 104 epoch
being passed. The minimal J1 indicates an optimal log10 hx ≈ −4. Dynamically-estimated hx value is
1.27×10−4 in this case.
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VII. Conclusion
In this paper, we show that one particular case of the system entropy with Gaussian
probability density reduces into the first order Tikhonov regularizer for feedforward neural networks in the maximum likelihood learning case, where the regularization parameter
is the smoothing parameter hx in the kernel density function. Under the framework of
Kullback-Leibler distance, we derive the formula for approximately estimating regularizaMay 6, 2002
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Fig. 7. The training mean square error (MSE) on the training data set and J 1 on the validation data set,
plotted versus the smooth parameter hx . The network was trained by 37 samples which are drawn from the
sys1 data set. We use a validation data set with 17 data points to calculate J 1 value again after training
is stopped. For each hx value, the network was trained until the total error J 1 was minimized, measured
by over 104 epoch being passed. The minimal J1 indicates an optimal value around log10 hx ≈ −9.
Dynamically-estimated hx value is 1.17×10−8 in this case.
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The neural network input-output. Dots are training samples, while solid line is the network

output. For software reliability growth model data set sys3, regularization does not make a significant
difference.

tion parameter using training data. Experiments show that our estimated regularization
parameter is in the same order as that estimated by validation method. However, our
method requires much less computational resource than the validation search method.
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With regularization, validation error is reduced. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 123
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7

The training mean square error (MSE) on the training data set and J 1 on
the validation data set, plotted versus the smooth parameter h x . The network
was trained by 37 samples which are drawn from the sys1 data set. We use
a validation data set with 17 data points to calculate J 1 value again after
training is stopped. For each hx value, the network was trained until the
total error J1 was minimized, measured by over 104 epoch being passed. The
minimal J1 indicates an optimal value around log10 hx ≈ −9. Dynamically-

estimated hx value is 1.17×10−8 in this case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124

8

The neural network input-output. Dots are training samples, while solid line
is the network output. For software reliability growth model data set sys3,
regularization does not make a significant difference.
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